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The 14th Annual Conference on Technical Assistance in the Legal Field 

Program

Thursday 24 January 2013: 13:00pm to 17:30pm 

Friday 25 January 2013: 10:00am to 18:00pm 

Session 1:  Efforts by International Organizations:10:20-12:00

This session aims to deliberate partnership and cooperation in the field of legal technical 
assistance through experiences by the international organizations. 

Ms. Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, Director of the Democratic Governance Group 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 

Overview of Remarks

(a) UNDP’s activities in support for legal systems and institutions 

UNDP conducts support for legal systems and institutions in over 100 countries 

especially within the context of its rule of law, access to justice and legal empowerment 

programming.  

In addition, UNDP supports the strengthening of parliaments and legislative branches 

including building the capacity of parliamentarians in legal drafting and legislative 

reform.  

UNDP’s approach is based on a theory of change that combines national level or top 

down reform and capacity development of rule of law institutions (particularly the 
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judiciary, law enforcement, legal aid and assistance, legal education and corrections 

systems), with bottom-up empowerment strategies that enable the poor and most 

marginalized to be able to seek and actually benefit from legal protections and justice 

outcomes.  

UNDP support strategic reform planning, coordinated assistance and national capacity 

development in a holistic manner, where-ever possible and increasingly seeks to

UNDP also has a focus on building the rule of law in conflict and crisis situations.

UNDP’s reach is substantial throughout all regions, including in Africa, Europe and the 

Commonwealth of Independent States, the Arab States and Latin America. In this region 

of the Asia Pacific, UNDP has a long history of provision of support to governments and 

societies on access to justice and legal empowerment. 

For example, UNDP currently has programmatic engagement in strengthening legal 

systems in over 18 countries in the region, with substantial programmatic support in 

places such as Afghanistan, Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Lao PRD, Maldives, 

Mongolia, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Timor Leste, and Viet Nam. The rule of law 

is also a major feature of the new UNDP Democratic Governance Programme in 

Myanmar.   

UNDP also works at the regional levels to enable South-South exchange, knowledge 

sharing and the building of networks amongst government, civil society, academics and 

practitioners. In the Asia Pacific, for example, UNDP has helped develop the Asian 

Consortium for Human Rights-Based Access to Justice which consists of over 33 

organizations, from Bar Associations, such as from Lao, and Judicial Academies, such as 

from the Philippines, as well as public interest law groups, such as from Korea, to share 

knowledge on best practices and help inform justice reform efforts in the Asia region.   

UNDP has also supported the Legal Empowerment Asia Partnership, (LEAP) which 

brings together government actors and civil society on the particular issues around legal 

empowerment.  
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UNDP’s work at country and regional levels is supported by the global policy base, 

which thanks to the Government of Germany, has been able to develop key knowledge 

tools that provide practical guidance to improve legal systems support in innovative 

areas, such as the recently published study on Informal Justice Systems: Charting a 

Course for Human Rights-Based Engagement, which we undertook with UN Women 

and UNICEF. We also provide financial support for regional capacities in the UNDP and 

their policy work (such as the networks described above) and, where possible, seed 

funding of innovative programmes and projects, including through the DGTTF.  

(b)  UNDP’s strategy in this field for the future  

Our strategy in the future can be divided in 3 main areas of: 

Increase Knowledge and Policy Development to Strengthen UNDP’s Approach 

Enhance Partnerships and Joint Action for Delivery, including in Conflict and 

Crisis Countries 

Expand UNDP’s Integrated Programming  

Increase Knowledge and Policy Development to Strengthen UNDP’s Approach 

Our first priority is to increase UNDP’s knowledge base and capacity, grounded on sound 

evidence policy and practice. UNDP has extensive experience in this area, but has not 

always been able to leverage this experience and learn appropriately from it. This is not a 

new area of assistance for us, and we need to build on the solid foundation that we have. 

Some of the areas where we are improving our practice, based on a solid policy 

foundation is in measurement of rule of law impacts and in analyzing better the 

institutional context to ensure our engagement best reflects the political, social and 

cultural country context.    

We have put in place the practice networks and capacities to provide strong programming 

support to our country counterparts, but we need support ensure the policy and learning 

base is strong. And for this, UNDP needs resources from donors and supporters – not 

significant ones, but enough to enable policy direction and increased learning.

Enhance Partnerships and Joint Action for Delivery, including in Conflict and Crisis Countries 
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Our emphasis is on access to justice for the poor and most marginalized through formal 

and informal mechanisms, to address inequality and discrimination, particularly for 

groups such as women. Women’s Access to Justice, in relation to sexual and gender 

violence, as well as in family, inheritance and other social and economic rights areas, is 

an important priority for us. In a range of countries, we are already working on women’s 

access to justice but we have not taken these efforts sufficiently to scale to make the 

transformational impact we want to see, as pointed out by the Progress of the World’s 

Women Report. This is why we are joining forces with OHCHR and UN Women on a 

Joint Programme on Women’s Access to Justice which will be launched in early 2013. 

Legal Aid and Assistance is another priority area, where we are working closely with 

UNODC to improve UNDP’s capacity to provide support for legal aid systems including 

in support for the recently approved UN Principles and Guidelines on Legal Aid in 

Criminal Matters.  

In conflict and crisis areas, UNDP is joining forces with DPKO to act as global focal 

point for the UN system to improve delivery of rule of law assistance in these specific 

countries.

Expand UNDP’s Integrated Programming

As we move towards an integrated sustainable human development agenda, it will be 

important for UNDP to increase its programming in the areas of economic and social 

dimensions of justice and the rule of law. The legal empowerment approach has been 

very useful in furthering these objectives and in identifying specific entry points.

We will seek to enhance our support for access to justice and legal empowerment 

approaches to land and property rights, environmental and natural resource matters, 

business and livelihoods and legal identity. 

(c) any other relevant information 

The Post 2015 development agenda will be an important framework for UNDP’s 

future engagement. Last September, the United Nations General Assembly held a 

High Level Meeting on the Rule of Law at the National and International Levels. 
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In the Declaration stemming from this Meeting, Member States agreed that 

exploring the linkages between the rule of law and development in the context of 

the Post 2015 agenda is important.

UNDP will look to support efforts such efforts with a view to identifying how the 

Post 2015 development agenda might effectively integrate rule of law dimensions. 
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Osaka, Japan 

January 24-25, 2013 

The eleven points below are the outcome of and summarize 29 years of 
IDLO’s experience in the provision of capacity development and 
technical assistance in the legal field for the benefit of developing 
country stakeholders.  Each point, learnt and tested in dozens and 
dozens of programs, represents a crucial element for the success of any 
technical assistance program in the Rule of law area. Each point should, 
in our view, be considered by other international actors and donors with 
a view to facilitating and enhancing partnership and collaboration in this 
field.

1. INTEGRATED APPROACH 
Integrated approach to promotion of Rule of Law in Developing 
Countries to support to legal and judicial reform.   
Support must be coordinated among:  
1) Public sector entities (not just legal/judicial but also other democratic 
institutions that interact with the legal sector, e.g. finance, welfare, 
etc.);
2) Civil society organizations principally involved with legal aid, 
advocacy and monitoring of government institutions; and  

Seeking Enhanced Partnership and 

Cooperation among International 

Actors in the Provision of Legal 

163

3) The private sector (in developing countries this means SMEs). 
I.e. not only law/justice but also other related components: CSOs and 
the private sector.

This is because for development interventions to be successful all three 
sectors need to be involved.

Programs are particularly successful 
When we succeed in creating dialogue among various national 
stakeholders in all sectors; 
When IDLO coordinates its program with programs implemented 
by other international actors so that there is synergy and mutual 
benefit among the three sectors.  

Key issue: need local ownership and buy-in by representatives of these 
three sectors. This is essential in order for the program to have lasting 
impact and be effective and sustainable (otherwise when the 
implementer leaves, there are no lasting outcomes). 

For example, a typical problem in Intellectual Property Capacity 
Development: often only for Government officials, or only for SMEs are 
identified as possible beneficiaries of program initiatives. Instead, better 
to involve both. IDLO always endeavours to merge public and private 
sectors in any program. 

2. COUNTRY OWNERSHIP & ACCOUNTABILITY 
IDLO programs are demand driven. There must be therefore a 
precise request from a developing country Government. Such 
request for assistance must be based on national priorities within 
the PRSP.
Local institutions must seat in the driver’s seat (or at least in the 
front seat). 
The identification of relevant partner institution(s) at local level 
may be challenging: by way of example, in the field of IP, which is 
the relevant counterpart in Zambia? PACRO or the line Ministry 
(the Ministry of Trade)? Chamber of Commerce or Business 
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Associations? And in Cambodia: Ministry of Commerce? Ministry of 
Industry? Ministry of Culture? Ministry of Agriculture? Ministry of 
Health?
In addition, very often there is not just one institution that 
operates exclusively in that area and there are multiple 
stakeholders.
Frequently lack of communication and cooperation, coupled with 
obstructionism and personal conflicts may create problems and 
make a program unsuccessful.
Unfortunately there is a general tendency to forget to duly involve 
private sector organizations (and it is therefore up to international 
actors to insist).  
Another crucial issue is the identification of a focal point in the 
target institution: this person must be reliable, committed and 
has sufficient decision-making power. It is imperative that he/she 
remains over the duration of entire program. 
Country ownership implies: 

o Joint Needs Assessment with local counterpart, as well as 
with donors (not only that of specific project) + other 
stakeholders and international actors. 

o The determination of priority areas of need and of measures 
to undertake must be carried out with the local counterpart.  

o Joint implementation and responsibility. 
o Joint M&E. 
o Joint reporting 

3. COORDINATION -- NEED TO COORDINATE WITH OTHER 
DONORS and other DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

The necessity to avoid duplication, conflicting programs and 
approaches is clearly spelled out in the Paris Declaration and 
Accra Agenda. 
Most of the concepts presented under item 2 are relevant also 
in this context.

165

This however does not mean that no room for all international 
actors, as the needs are immense. However, all interventions 
need to be fully coordinated.

4. PARTNERSHIPS  
Especially for a small organization like IDLO it vital to partner 
up, as we cannot do everything, we cannot have all necessary 
in-house expertise. However, IDLO can be the coordinator, 
organizer, the body that ensures quality, application of 
methodology, etc. 
IDLO has different partners in the various sectors in which it 
operates: 

In the field of IP: WIPO, WTO. 
In the field of climate change with FAO, IFAD, UNREDD, 
World Bank, etc.
In the field of health: WHO, UNAIDS and numerous CSOs 

We aim at creating networks of experts and beneficiaries, 
Communities of Practice (see later). 
We avail of our network of trusted international consultants: 
over 2500 top experts around the world.

5. NEEDS ASSESSMENT MUST BE AN ON-GOING PROCESS 
 A thorough needs assessment must be conducted always (despite 

the fact that often donors cut off funds for this item in the 
proposed budget) with all relevant stakeholders including: 

All other international actors and donors present in the country 
to avoid overlapping and to get a better view of the real 
situation on the ground. 
The private sector must always be involved (even in programs 
for the public sector): this is frequently difficult (especially with 
SMEs): it is therefore imperative to start cooperating with 
Chamber of Commerce, Ministry of SMEs, and possibly 
representatives of operating SMEs. 
Representatives of CSOs. IDLO systematically involves its 
Alumni Associations, but also other relevant NGOs. 
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Possibly the needs assessment should be performed face to 
face, preceded by telephone interviews, and desk review 
(internet research, etc.). 
The needs assessment should be seen as an ongoing process 
and should be conducted in stages. This is sometimes difficult 
as donors normally want a full-fledged proposal with a precise 
list of activities and precise budget upfront. In some cases, this 
is not the best approach as we discover priorities, problems, 
etc. during the program implementation.
Better to start from a general concept paper, agree on results 
and on possible instruments to reach them, then agree on a 
forfeit budget.  
In other word, there is need of flexibility not only in 
implementation of the program, but also at the stage of 
definition of the activities. For example, there should be the 
possibility to move funds from one budget line to another or 
event from one country to the other (also depending on 
responsiveness, reliability of local institutions). 

6. WORKING WITH DONORS 
 IGOs and other development agents should no longer submit self-

generated and complete proposals for precise activities but:
Develop the proposal with the donors, starting from a concept 
paper (initial ideas, beneficiary countries, etc.), then more and 
more precise (following the implementation of a proper needs 
assessment). 
Need to maintain great flexibility (possibility to revise activities, 
allocation of funds, etc. – see above). 

7. OBJECTIVITY -- NEED TO BE NEUTRAL / A-POLITICAL 
 IDLO as an IGO (27 Member Parties, all legal system represented) 

is often particularly well received by developing countries as we 
are neutral and apolitical. This implies that we need to: 

Provide all elements to enable decision by beneficiaries (no 
imposition of decision) – in other words, we should objectively 

167

present plus and minus, pros and cons and ... enable a 
decision by local institutions. This is a crucial element to 
ensure sustainability of any intervention. 
A recent example is the 2012 project on independence of 
judiciary in Tunisia.
The fact of not having a political agenda and of being neutral 
and objective is an important element for the cooperation with 
other international actors, as it should be the standard. In 
addition, partners should know that this is IDLO’s way of 
working (IGO standards).

8. NEED OF SOLID RBM SYSTEM and M&E STRATEGY
 This should be embedded in program design and carefully 

maintained throughout the program. 
What RESULTS do we want to achieve based on the joint needs 
assessment? On the basis of desired and anticipated results, 
the program is designed and activities determined (often 
though the other way around happens). 
Need to develop Logic Model and Logical Framework. 
Need full cooperation of local counterpart(s) and coordination 
with other international actors. 
Need capacity to re-adjust the program also following approval 
and signature of the contract.  
Need to speak the same “language” (i.e.: RBM) – this is 
another very important element for cooperation with other 
international and national actors. 

9. IDLO APPROACH TO TRAINING 
 Training is a very important tool. However, it is important to 

remember that this is not the only tool, and not always the best 
tool. Training is certainly more effective if coupled with Technical 
Assistance. In this regard, the following issues have to be 
considered:

No need to replicate university-level learning. 
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more precise (following the implementation of a proper needs 
assessment). 
Need to maintain great flexibility (possibility to revise activities, 
allocation of funds, etc. – see above). 

7. OBJECTIVITY -- NEED TO BE NEUTRAL / A-POLITICAL 
 IDLO as an IGO (27 Member Parties, all legal system represented) 

is often particularly well received by developing countries as we 
are neutral and apolitical. This implies that we need to: 

Provide all elements to enable decision by beneficiaries (no 
imposition of decision) – in other words, we should objectively 
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present plus and minus, pros and cons and ... enable a 
decision by local institutions. This is a crucial element to 
ensure sustainability of any intervention. 
A recent example is the 2012 project on independence of 
judiciary in Tunisia.
The fact of not having a political agenda and of being neutral 
and objective is an important element for the cooperation with 
other international actors, as it should be the standard. In 
addition, partners should know that this is IDLO’s way of 
working (IGO standards).

8. NEED OF SOLID RBM SYSTEM and M&E STRATEGY
 This should be embedded in program design and carefully 

maintained throughout the program. 
What RESULTS do we want to achieve based on the joint needs 
assessment? On the basis of desired and anticipated results, 
the program is designed and activities determined (often 
though the other way around happens). 
Need to develop Logic Model and Logical Framework. 
Need full cooperation of local counterpart(s) and coordination 
with other international actors. 
Need capacity to re-adjust the program also following approval 
and signature of the contract.  
Need to speak the same “language” (i.e.: RBM) – this is 
another very important element for cooperation with other 
international and national actors. 

9. IDLO APPROACH TO TRAINING 
 Training is a very important tool. However, it is important to 

remember that this is not the only tool, and not always the best 
tool. Training is certainly more effective if coupled with Technical 
Assistance. In this regard, the following issues have to be 
considered:

No need to replicate university-level learning. 
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Conferences should not be considered as a capacity building 
tool, but as an excellent method for awareness raising and for 
coordination with other development actors. 
It is crucial to choose the right tool for Capacity Development. 
Passive learning should be avoided, as the beneficiaries of our 
programs and initiatives are adults, professionals, fully in 
charge of their lives. 
Training components should be inserted into wider programs 
that envision impact, outcomes, outputs; in other words a real 
RBM strategy.
Since we aim at enhancing the professional capacity of adults, 
practitioners, managers, the training must be “participant-
centred”, focused on their needs, as well as practical and 
interactive. After all Confucious used to say: 

o If I hear  I forget 
o If I see  I remember 
o If I DO  I understand 

The duration of the training event is important: the minimum 
should be one week and six hours per training day. Training 
cannot last half day or one day: minimum one week, possibly 
more (if you want to achieve profound and lasting results). 
International actors that provide training to adults for 1-5 
weeks, have to ensure to provide practical, concrete 
knowledge, 100% relevant to their work, that can used the 
following Monday. 
It is also important to remember that professional adults not 
only need to be trained on the substance (eg: substantive law) 
but also on skills (necessary to effectively perform their job) 
and attitudes. 
On the basis of the beneficiaries’ needs, we have to determine 
concrete, measurable, time-bound objectives, i.e. 
performance-based objectives.
Training does not simply mean good communication.  IDLO has 
developed a very scientific approach towards training, where 
each component, step and tool of the methodology aims at 
increasing the level of practical knowledge that the adult 
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learners will carry back to their offices.  Among them, we 
would like to cite:

  -- Needs Assessment 
  -- Task Analysis 
  -- Training Cycle  

Finally, there is clear need for a solid and well articulated M&E 
strategy. In this context IDLO has developed a new approach, 
based on Kirkpatrick model, but adapted to its specific context. 

10. APPROACH TO TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
 IDLO has also developed a specific approach towards the 

provision of technical assistance. To summary IDLO’s approach 
with an example, IDLO does not draft laws, regulations, curricula, 
but we rather hold the hand of those who will do it. This was the 
case, for example, with Namibia’s law on investment, or with 
Kenya’s curriculum design for judicial school. In other words, 
doing a copy and paste of another country’s law would not serve 
any meaningful purpose and the new law would probably not be 
sustainable.

This is again, another important element for cooperation with 
other international and national actors, as we need to have the 
same approach.

11. PLAN FOR FOLLOW-ON MECHANISMS (SUSTAINABILITY 
 TOOLS) 

IDLO is committed to avoid the typical approach of “training and 
good bye” and it attempts to systematically add sustainability 
mechanisms to its capacity development initiatives. These 
include:

The provision of training of trainers (TOT), by enabling local 
stakeholders and trainers to independently multiply the 
practical knowledge acquired in the training events organized 
by IDLO. The Training of Trainers (TOT) program is designed 
to provide participants with the skills required to serve as 
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trainers and facilitators for in-service legal training programs. 
By the end of the sessions on IDLO training methodology, 
participants will be able to conceive and design a training 
program, or curriculum, with performance-based training 
objectives as set out above and to establish criteria for the 
evaluation of that training. Equipped with the necessary tools 
to complete a task analysis, to select course content and to 
apply the participatory method of training by objectives, 
participants in the training of trainers workshop will be able to 
deliver training sessions which incorporate participatory 
training techniques and practical exercises and will be able to 
foster active involvement by the trainees in the learning 
process.
The creation and maintenance of IDLO Alumni Associations.
The IDLO Global Network is composed of legal professionals 
(now totaling over 20,000) from 175 countries who have 
participated in IDLO training and/or legal technical assistance 
activities over the past 29 years. These individuals are known 
as the IDLO “Alumni”. The Alumni represent a broad range of 
actors within the legal community, from both the public and 
private sectors. They are important resources and can be 
called upon to assist IDLO for the implementation of in-country 
programs.

Alumni in 47 countries so far have established independent 
national Alumni Associations, with membership drawn from the 
legal, business, academic and civil society communities. These 
Associations aim to do at local level what IDLO does at 
international level, providing continuing legal education and 
assistance to the local legal community, and collaborating with 
government, business and civil society to advance 
implementation of country poverty reduction strategies (PRS). 
In addition, Alumni Associations supply IDLO with important 
information on emerging legal issues for program design and 
assist in needs assessments, project implementation and post-
project evaluations. 
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IDLO Alumni Associations have been established in: Albania, 
Argentina, Armenia, Bangladesh, Benin, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, 
Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, China, Colombia, 
Comoros, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Cuba, Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Ecuador, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Haiti, Jordan, 
India, Indonesia, Lebanon, Kenya, Republic of Macedonia, 
Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Nepal, Niger, 
Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, Pakistan, Peru, Romania, Senegal, 
Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda and Zambia.
The creation of thematic Communities of Practice. In this 
regard, IDLO has recently piloted a web-based initiative called 
the “Sharing Network”. The Sharing Network provides a 
dynamic, user-driven forum to exchange knowledge and 
experiences among legal professionals. The initiative aims to 
generate, share, and validate knowledge to support legal 
reform and learning across countries and institutions. The 
Sharing Network takes a multi-stakeholder approach, bringing 
together legal practitioners from the public and private sectors, 
academia, the judiciary, regulatory agencies, and civil society.  
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Promoting a Culture of Justice

Seeking Enhanced Partnership and Cooperation among International 
Actors in the Provision of Legal Technical Assistance 

BEST PRACTICES  in CAPACITY BUILDING: A RESULTS-BASED APPROACH

Giulio Zanetti
International Development Law Organization  (IDLO)

Rome Headquarters
In-Country Programs
Project Offices: Bishkek, Dushanbe, Juba, Kabul,  

Katmandu, Nairobi, Ulaanbaatar
47 Alumni Associations

Who

Where

Target

Mandate

Inter-governmental Organization wholly dedicated to Rule 
of Law and Development (non-for-profit)

Legal Professionals; Governments; Policy Makers; 
Regulators; and Civil Society 
in Developing Countries, Transition Economies and 
Countries Emerging from Conflicts

Promote Rule of Law and a Culture of Justice in 
Developing Countries

International Development Law Organization

Our substantive goals / Areas of Work

Improve quality, capacity & integrity of 
justice sector institutions
Assist constitution making and legal reform
Promote good governance through 

transparency and accountability

IDLO helps build 
confidence in the 

justice sector  

Promote gender equality and uphold rights of 
women and girls.
Innovate “micro-justice” to make law work 

for the poor and marginalized
Use  law to advance the right to health

IDLO enhances 
access to justice 

Enhance legal preparedness for climate 
change  & green economy
Improve natural resource management , 

especially of land, water  & energy 
Support capacity development in trade, IP/IT

IDLO promotes
sustainable 

development  & 
economic opportunities

Best Practices (general)

Integrated approach

Ownership and Accountability 

Coordination (Paris Declaration) and Partnerships

Partnerships

Needs Assessment

Neutrality

Select the best tool

Best Practices (tools)

Best tool to achieve those 
results? Not by default!

Participants-centered: based on 
their professional needs 
Learn by DOING: practice-oriented
Duration of the training: 6h/day –
5d/week (min)
Scientific approach/tools:

Task analysis
Performance-based objectives
Training cycle (6 steps)

TRAINING 

Best Practices (results)

PROGRAM DESIGN:
Demand Needs assessment

needs
Needs RESULTS
Impact Purpose Outputs

Activities

Tool: logframes

Indicators
Monitoring
Evaluation

RESULTS BASED MANAGEMENT
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Best Practices (sustainability)

… Avoid the “training and good-
bye” approach

Creative SUSTAINABILITY 
mechanisms:

Training of Trainers
Alumni Associations
Sharing Network
Coaching / Mentoring

IDLO Outreach

IDLO’s Activities Worldwide in 2012

@IDLONews
#IDLOAP2012

AFGHANISTAN – Justice Sector Reform

SOUTH SUDAN – Justice Sector Reform, Legal Education, Constitutional and Legislative Reform

KYRGYZSTAN – Justice Sector Strengthening

KENYA – Constitutional Review and Implementation 

Examples of cooperation with donors

FORD FOUNDATION

USD 760,000 (2010-2011)

UNDP
USD 22,500 (2009)

UNAIDS
USD 123,638 (2009)

AUSAID
USD 613,632 (2009-2010)

OFID
USD 2,000,000 (2009)

USD 1,000,000
(2008)

SEED GRANT

WORLD BANK
USD 74,995 (2011)

( pending contract signature with the 
South Asia Region AIDS Team)

H

IDLO Best Practices
Capacity Building Institutions Development

1. Understand Local Environment (PESL)
2. Adapt global knowledge locally: NO “one size fits all”
3. Assess institutional capabilities (baseline)
4. Define objectives + gaps and barriers  
5. Design org. development strategy (RBM) + action plan

- Assess risks and constraints 
- Establish indicators

6. Map stakeholder commitment (buy-in) 
7. Identify + support champions
8. Assess and cultivate ability to adapt to change
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IDLO Best Practices
Institutional Capacity Development

9. Provide tools and encourage knowledge sharing  among 
partners

10. Facilitate all-inclusive decision-making processes

11. Engage civil society

12. Propose organizational structure (organogram) 

13. Strengthen capacity of organization’s leaders to 
manage human and financial resources

IDLO Best Practices
Institutional Capacity Development

14. Constitution (Articles of Association + By-laws)
15. Sustainability: capacity building on
- Proposal drafting & fundraising
- Strategic planning and policy formulation
- Communication skills and promotion
- How to create partnerships
- Management system: financial and HR
- Program administration: needs assess, PCM, RBM, M&E
- Curricula Design + TOT
- New positions in nat. budget
16. Reporting: financial and narrative

(6 m for small amounts / otherwise every month)

IDLO Best Practices

Common mistakes:

17. Overlook long/mid term + absorption capacity

18. Special units with special salaries: sustainable?

19. Focus only on part of the institution: discrimination! 

IDLO Contacts

Headquarters

Viale Vaticano, 106

00165 Rome, Italy

Tel: +39 06 40 40 32 00

Email: idlo@idlo.int 
www.idlo.int

gzanetti@idlo.int

THANK YOU!!     
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Strategies Towards Basic Justice 
Care for Everyone 

 

3

Many people do not get basic 
justice care …
When having serious problems at work or home, with neighbours, 
about land, housing, money, crime or with how their local 
community is governed, people need fair, workable solutions.

Download the Trend Report “Towards Basic Justice Care  
for Everyone: Challenges and Promising Approaches 2012” at 
www.hiil.org/publication/Basic-justice-care

With no trustworthy third party they can turn 
to, they are frequently left at the mercy of 
the powerful or stuck in conflicts. This causes 
stress, insecurity, health risks, damaged 
relationships, economic costs and  
an increased risk of violence. 

Our Trend Report shows how 10 problems 
are responsible for most of the injustice 
experienced by individuals. In many places, 
less than half of these problems are solved in a 
fair way. When best practices are used, solving 
over 70% is possible. Globally, the estimated 
“access to justice” gap consists of 200 million 
unsolved problems. Each year. That is a lot of 
injustice.

HiiL is a research and advisory institute for the justice sector, 
based in The Hague, city of peace and justice. We are leading academics, 
from different cultural backgrounds, who always worked in the places where 
justice is most needed. Providing crucial knowledge to make law work for 
people and their organisations - that is our mission. 

We assist our clients with: 
 Justice strategy advice
 Evaluation and measuring impact
 A Justice Innovation Lab, where new approaches can be tested and improved

Donors help us to develop and maintain: 
 Trend Reports and Law Scenarios
 A knowledge platform for justice sector innovation (www.innovatingjustice.com)
 Networks of leaders and innovators in the justice sector 

www.hiil.org

Justice Strategy Advice
Our Trend Reports enable strategic decision makers in the justice sector to compare their 
current performance, strategies and approaches to worldwide trends. 

In our work, challenges identified by our clients are leading. From there we help develop 
effective strategies and solutions, founded on evidence, best practices from our networks 
and innovation expertise. We are non-judgmental: it is for our clients to decide. Working with 
us is energising and interactive, and provides a solid basis for implementing improvements. 

We work for and with courts, regulators, NGOs with a justice mission, international organisa-
tions, innovators in the justice sector and business.

Download HiiL Trend Reports at:
 www.hiil.org/publications/trend-reports
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Basic Justice Need:

A secure home and shelter, free from fear of violence.

Paralegals help women and men with family issues. When a client comes in with a problem, they reach 
out to contact the other party, using mediation skills as well as legal norms to press towards a solution.  
In cases of domestic violence, global standards of practice can ensure good quality interventions.  
If a couple splits up, informal courts in villages, religious courts or specialised family courts can help  
to find solutions.  

Innovating Justice Forum 2012 
The Innovating Justice Forum 2012 assessed how people’s basic justice needs  
are protected and what are the trends in delivery of legal services to meet these  
needs across the world. 

Justice needs

The estimated access to justice gap

What works to meet justice needs 

Five core strategies, 

Examples of innovations

Specific strategies for stakeholders: 

1 2
3) 4 5

76

Basic Justice Need:

A unique identity and nationality; without the proof of it,  
people have difficulties to access health care, water, electricity, 
social security, financial services, and much more. 
Each month all over India, 20 million people obtain a unique 12-digit ID, matched to their fingerprints, 
photograph and sometimes an iris scan. The IT industry took the lead, using smart bidding, outsourcing, 
rigorous targets and high quality standards. The cost is only $2.50 per person and nobody in the supply 
chain is paid until the ID is actually received by the owner.    

Strategies towards basic  
justice care for everyone
Breakthroughs are possible. We know how to make conflict resolution systems  
work in a better way to support fair outcomes. Not using this knowledge is gradually  
becoming the gravest source of injustice. The Trend Report selected promising  
approaches with a sound basis in practice and in research about what works.  
During the Innovating Justice Forum 2012, experts from all over the world prioritised  
five strategies. 

1. Legal Information Targeted on Needs of Disputants  

2. Facilitators and Paralegals Working Towards Fair Solutions  

3. Sharing Practices, Evidence Based Protocols
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Basic Justice Need:

Security of tenure for a poor family improving a small plot  
of land or building a house.  
Paralegal programmes and legal expenses insurance companies have found ways to assist tenants and 
landlords. Some solve hundreds of thousands of issues every year. Only 4% of problems need to go to 
lawyers or courts, which can be organised locally, using simple procedures with justice satisfaction surveys 
among users as a safeguard. 

4. Choice of Third Party Adjudication Processes

5. IT Platforms Supporting Negotiation and Litigation

Additional strategies

1110

Recommendations
These five strategies are tested and state-of-the-art. Taken together,  
they may not solve every justiciable problem. But they can bring basic  
justice care within everybody’s reach. 

How can these strategies be implemented for the ten most urgent  
justiciable problems? 

What are the biggest barriers?

Can the justice sector be as innovative as any other sector? 

Strategies for Judges and Courts 

Putting people first  
From time to time, people are confronted with problems they just cannot solve amongst them-
selves. This is when they need you - the judge, the magistrate in the robe, high up on the bench. 
Looking up to you, and not just literally, because a judge is the paragon of fairness.  
A judge shows people how to cope with conflict, leading by example. How does that feel? A task as 
responsible as that weighs heavily on the conscience as well as on the mind. Rules define the pro-
fessional role of the judge; rules are a way to guarantee equal treatment and fair solutions. But at 
the present time, there is more knowledge, more shared understanding about what works between 
people. Great is the judge that finds a way to use this knowledge. Privileged as a judge is, it is a 
privilege also to put people first. These are our suggestions for judges:
 
Open up  

Focus on fair solutions that work for the people  

Work evidence based  

Specialise and offer choice  

Be rewarded for solutions and well monitored 
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Basic Justice Need:  

Working with local leaders and holding them accountable for what 
they promised; be it access to clean water, passable roads, basic 
health care or electricity. Old and disabled people getting the 
social benefits that were promised to them when they were  
young and healthy.

An ombudsman or local media can collect complaints, working towards realistic and fair solutions.  
Giving people voice, neutrality, information and respect means procedural justice is done. Courts 
specialised in administrative accountability can decide quickly if necessary. 

Strategies for Innovators  

Keep pushing the envelope 
For some the urge to change things is born of anger and frustration about traditional thinking and 
its lack of results. For others it starts with an idea, born out of curiosity and a professional ‘what if’ 
question. Whatever your motive, it can’t be strong enough. People who want to change the world 
are always met by the sceptics, the traditionalists, the ones who benefit from the existing situation. 
It is not enough to come up with innovative solutions to court procedures, mediation or a slow, 
lawmaking process. The hard part is getting people to embrace those innovations. To get them to 
make it really work, to scale it up, to elevate it to common practice. Pursuing change is the hardest 
road to travel. But it can be done, especially when you’re not alone on your journey. Innovators are 
likely to become even more successful if they: 

Strengthen what is available  

Are ready for scaling up 

Succeed in bringing the defendant to the table 

Ask for integration in court procedures 

Demand a level playing field  

1514

Basic Justice Need:  

A community safe after dark, where disputes are talked  
through between neighbours and solved by a neutral third  
party if necessary. 

Facilitator programmes extend the reach of judges into local communities. Persons who  
already have a role in solving disputes are trained to become judicial facilitators. Solutions  
are written down and monitored by the judge.  

Strategies for Social Investors  

Making a difference in a bigger way  
You as an entrepreneur, social investor, donor, are making exceptional efforts to right the wrongs 
you see in the world. This results in a myriad of justice-related projects, which could be even more 
effective if they became a coherent strategy. For you as a donor or investor in the field of justice, 
there is a lot to be gained by thinking big instead of small. Most legal problems are not just local, 
but global, occurring in many places. Use your creativity, communication expertise and social  
media to rally the world’s attention, inspire millions in one go and tackle big issue after big issue.  
It is a small world; all the more reason to approach its justice problems in a big way. We believe 
that social investors can make a bigger difference if they: 

Make legal information more accessible 

Focus on what is hard for the justice sector to deliver 

Assist with best practices, monitoring and measuring 

Understand the large return on investment 

Invest in start-ups provided they can become sustainable 
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Basic Justice Need:  

Not being detained by the police without good cause and fair 
treatment during detention. 

NGOs have developed sophisticated programmes to assist people who get arrested.  

Clear rules for the police, informing relatives, information about procedures, access to legal  

aid and an option to involve a court quickly are key here.     

Strategies for Law Professors  

Empowering practice with research  
For a law student, and for many practitioners, the word of a law professor sounds like law itself. 
As a professor, you are the one who knows, after all. You know what works and what fails, outside 
the perimeter of law school, out there in the real world. Where rules are among the many tools to 
assist people in real conflicts and real relationships. Why not share every morsel of research about 
effective solutions with those hungry students? They will love to be challenged as future legal 
professionals instead of being routinely supplied with ‘law from the books’. Practitioners will be 
grateful for relevant know how and they will be excited to learn from you what research shows is 
effective. Empower them with everything you can give them, so they can serve society better than 
your own generation before them. Steps law professors can take: 

Do applied research  

Partner up with practice 

Monitor of processes, outcomes and impact 

Focus on comparative legal research on practical solutions 

Guide a fundamental change in legal education 
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Basic Justice Need:  

Prosperous businesses, free from harassment by officials  
or criminals. Customers paying their bills, but having a way  
out if debt stacks up. 

Websites such as www.ipaidabribe.com allow people to indicate where and to whom they paid bribes. 
Clusters of sleaze appear on a map.  

Strategies for Policymakers  

Paving the way towards justice for all  
Justice for all. If there’s a single paramount goal in life for policymakers, it might be that.  
After all, that is what the rule of law is about: for people to turn to for fair and just solutions.  
But for too many people that is still beyond reach. Lawyers are unaffordable, courts slow, laws 
too complicated to understand. As a policymaker you can remove the barriers to basic justice for 
everyone. Banish rules that block innovation, set ambitious targets, monitor progress, and you 
will see more justice being delivered at lower costs. As a policymaker you have the power, the 
connections, the skills, the influence to change the playing field – and the strategies to make it 
happen are readily available. These are our suggestions for policymakers:  

Reframe access to justice  

  

Set goals and terms of reference 

Create a level playing field  

Stimulate choice and variety 

Monitor quality of outcomes and processes 
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The Netherlands 

DAS Rechtsbijstand
Pim Albers, Ministry of Security and Justice
Marco de Swart, Oxfam International 
C.C. Flaes, Council for the Judiciary
Louis Genet, Municipality of The Hague
Peter Jurgens, Microjustice Initiative
Chris Moll, Lexchange Ltd
Jobien Monster, University of Tilburg
Henriette Nakad, E-court
Dory Reiling, Council for the Judiciary

United Kingdom 

Julio Faundez, University of Warwick
Martin Jones, Law for Life!
Alan Paterson, International Legal Aid Group
Lotta Teale, Open Society Justice Initiative

Finland 

Miia Aro-Sanchez, Embassy of Finland 
in The Netherlands

Afghanistan
Karin Muller, EU Police Mission to Afghanistan

China
Peng Ding, Wuhan University Public Interest 
and Development Law Institute

Cambodia
Dennis McMahon, CORD Asia
Thun Saray, Cambodian Human Rights 
and Development Association

Egypt
Lawyers for Justice and Peace
Adel Maged, Criminal Chamber of the Court of Cassation
Tarek Ramadan, Centre for Egyptian Women Legal Assistance
Azza Suliman, Centre for Egyptian Women Legal Assistance
Mauritius Wijffels, MELBA Group

Belgium
Antje Fedderke, RIAD - International Association 
of Legal Protection Insurance
Rob Vromen, Euromex Legal Protection Insurance

Azerbaijan
Elnur Nasibov, Praxis

Bangladesh
ASK

Canada
David Bilinsky, Simon Fraser University
Albert Currie, Department of Justice
Michele Leering, Community Advocacy & Legal Centre

France 

Jean-Manuel Caparros, AXA France

Georgia  

Tamar Kusikashvili, Ministry of Justice
Eka Popkhadze, Georgian Young Lawyers Association

Germany 

Servaas Feiertag, Transparency International

Hungary 

Zaza Namoradze, Open Society Justice Initiative

India 

Chittu Nagarajan, Modria

Indonesia

Rival Ahmad, The Indonesian Center for Law & Policy Studies
Taufik Rinaldi, National Program for Community Empowerment
Muhammad Syarif Abadi, Kantor Bantuan Hukum Lampung

Japan 

Hiroshi Matsuo, Keio University

Kenya
Gertrude Angote, Kituo Cha Sheria
Priscilla Nyokabi, Kituo Cha Sheria

Lebanon
Roger El-Khoury, Arab Center for the Rule of Law and Integrity
Wassim, Harb, Arab Center for the Rule of Law and Integrity

Mali   
Deme So
Wildaf

Nicaragua 

OAS

Nigeria 

Austin Onuoha, African Centre for Corporate Responsibility

Russia
Dmitri Shabelnikov, Public Interest Law Institute

Rwanda   

Haguruka
Andrews Kananga, The Legal Aid Forum

Sierra Leone 

Sonkita Conteh, Timap

Spain 

Enrique Ayuso, DEPSA

Sweden 
Richard Zajac Sannerholm, Folke Bernadotte Academy

Thailand
Naw Mu Gay, International Rescue Commitee
Joel Harding, International Rescue CommiteeUganda   

Irda

USA 

Christina Biebesheimer, World Bank
Linn Hammergren
James Maxeiner, University of Baltimore
Michael Maya, American Bar Association
Alejandro Ponce Rodriguez, The World Justice Project
Anton Shelupanov, Centre for Court Innovation

Michiel Scheltema, HiiL
Peter Smits, ING
Marijke Ter Voert, Ministry of Security and Justice
Quirine Timmerman, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Marcel Van der Klaauw, Municipality of The Hague
Hanno van der Steen, Prima Vista
Frans Van Dijk, Council for the Judiciary
Patricia van Nispen, ILA Microjustice4All
Evert Verhulp, University of Amsterdam
Leon Verstappen, University of Groningen
Tom Willems, Oxfam Novib 

The above individuals and organisations participated 
in the Innovating Justice Forum 2012 and in the 
underlying research. HiiL thanks them for their 
invaluable input on the strategies discussed in this report.   

Contributors

Basic Justice Need:

Access to fair compensation if land is taken for building,  
if a worker loses a long-term job, or if the main breadwinner  
leaves the family. Supporting a workable relationship between 
parents and children after a divorce 
Criteria for fair solutions, such as schedules for compensation, child support guidelines and standards  
for sanctions, are helpful tools for settling zero sum issues.

Strategies Towards Basic Justice Care for Everyone  © 2012 HiiL

Text & editing: tMaurits Barendrecht, Martin Gramatikov, Robert Porter, Jin Ho Verdonschot

Publimarket, The Hague

Design: Casual Fiend, Rotterdam

The publication can be downloaded free of charge at: www.hiil.org

Creative concept:

  Facilitated by: 
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T  +31 70 349 4405
F +31 70 349 4400
info@hiil.org

HiiL
Anna van Saksenlaan 51, P.O. Box 93033
2509 AA The Hague, The Netherlands

HiiL is an independent research and advisory institute devoted 
to promoting a deeper understanding and more transparent
and effective implementation of justice and the rule of law, 
worldwide. It pursues this mission in several ways. First, it conducts 
both fundamental research and empirical evidence-based research. 
Second, it serves as a knowledge and networking hub for organisations 
and individuals in both the public and the private sector. And third, 
it facilitates experimentation and the development of innovative solutions 
for improving legal systems and resolving conflicts at any level. 
HiiL aims to achieve solutions that all participants in the process perceive 
as just. In line with its evidence-based approach, HiiL is non-judgemental 
with regard to the legal systems it studies. 

HiiL works in a joint venture with Tisco at Tilburg University.

This publication is based on the HiiL Trend Report 
“Towards Basic Justice Care for Everyone: 
Challenges and Promising Approaches.” 

www.hiil.org
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Enhanced PartnershipEnhanced Partnershippp
andand Cooperation in Legal Cooperation in Legal 

Technical AssistanceTechnical Assistance
Professor Lars MalmbergProfessor Lars Malmberg

Department of Law
School of Business, Economics and Law,

University of Gothenburg 

St th i L l Ed ti i  Vi tStrengthening Legal Education in Vietnam
Teachers training
Library development
Strengthening international academic network

Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the 
Eyes of an Expert 

ki i h i f l h i lWorking in the Sites of Legal Technical
Assistance

A d i t kAcademic network
International conferences held in Vietnam
Study tours to partner universities
Seminars on topics in legal teaching

Teaching with Cases
Teaching Techniques in Comparative Law
Teaching Techniques in Human Rights
Technology Transfer in Developing Countries

Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the 
Eyes of an Expert 

ki i h i f l h i lWorking in the Sites of Legal Technical
Assistance

6 ke o ds6 keywords

A t l C diti  f D  C ti  i  th  Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the
Eyes of an Expert 
Working in the Sites of Legal Technical Working in the Sites of Legal Technical 
Assistance

TRUST

A t l C diti  f D  C ti  i  th  Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the
Eyes of an Expert 
Working in the Sites of Legal Technical Working in the Sites of Legal Technical 
Assistance

RELIABILITYRELIABILITY

A t l C diti  f D  C ti  i  th  Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the
Eyes of an Expert 
Working in the Sites of Legal Technical Working in the Sites of Legal Technical 
Assistance
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PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE

A t l C diti  f D  C ti  i  th  Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the
Eyes of an Expert 
Working in the Sites of Legal Technical Working in the Sites of Legal Technical 
Assistance

MUTAL UNDERSTANDINGMUTAL UNDERSTANDING

A t l C diti  f D  C ti  i  th  Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the
Eyes of an Expert 
Working in the Sites of Legal Technical Working in the Sites of Legal Technical 
Assistance

SUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITY

A t l C diti  f D  C ti  i  th  Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the
Eyes of an Expert 
Working in the Sites of Legal Technical Working in the Sites of Legal Technical 
Assistance

TRANSPARENCYTRANSPARENCY

Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the 
Eyes of an Expert 
Working in the Sites of Legal Technical Working in the Sites of Legal Technical 
Assistance

Final conclusionsFinal conclusions

Actual Conditions of Donor Cooperation in the 
Eyes of an Expert 
Working in the Sites of Legal Technical Assistance
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25 Jan, 2013 

Director,  

Law and Justice Division, Governance Group,  

Industrial Development and Public Policy Department, 

Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 

Yoichi Shio 

Partnership and Collaboration in Capacity Development for Legal and Judicial Sectors of JICA 

1. International Partnership and Collaboration 

(1) Participation in the Donor Meetings in the Legal and Judicial Sectors 

(2) Examples of Partnership with Other Donor Organizations 

[Vietnam] Workshop on Criminal Defense Attorney (UNDP, Justice Partnership Program: JPP) 

[Vietnam] Joint Study on Vietnam Bar Federation (JPP) 

[Cambodia] Continuous Training in Royal School for Judges and Prosecutors (France, USAID, GIZ) 

[Laos] Dissemination Activities of Revised Civil Procedure Code and Criminal Procedure Code (UNDP) 

[Mongolia] Dissemination Activities of Mediation System (GIZ) 

[Nepal] Development of Training Module on Community Mediation in Nepal (The Asia Foundation) 

(3) Examples of Collaboration with Recipient Countries 

Training in Vietnam on Criminal Justice for the Laotian Counterpart Personnel of JICA’s Project (Vietnam 

and Laos) 

Training in Indonesia on Community Mediation for the Nepalese Counterpart Personnel of JICA’s Project 

(Indonesia and Nepal) 

 (Reference) Examples in Other Sectors 

[w/ UNDP] Joint Research on South-South Cooperation and Capacity Development 

[w/ UNHCR] Collaboration in the Sectors of Reconstruction and Reintegration of Repatriated Refugees 

[w/ USAID] Collaboration in the Sectors of Health and Food Security 

[w/ Gates Foundation] Collaboration in Anti-Polio Campaign in Pakistan 

[w/ KOICA (Korea)] Co-Hosting of the Asian Development Forum 

[w/ Brazil] Collaboration in Introducing Japanese Police Station System to Central American countries 

2  Partnership and Collaboration with Japanese Institutions 

(1) Partnership and Collaboration with the Ministry of Justice (ICD and UNAFEI)1, Japan Federation of Bar 

Associations, and Supreme Court 

(2) Partnership and Collaboration with Private Sector, Universities, Local Authorities and Other Institutions 

                                           
1 ICD: International Cooperation Department of Research and Training Institute 

UNAFEI: United Nations Asia and Far East Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders
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[w/ Japan Federation of Bar Associations] International Conference on “Access to Justice in Asia” 

[w/ Center for Asian Legal Exchange, Nagoya University] Country Focused Training for Development of 

Legal System for Iran 

Seminar on “Reforming Legal Systems of Public Company and the Legal Governance” (August 2012), 

Seminar on “Legal Aspects on the Privatization of State-owned Enterprises” (December 2013), Seminar on 

“Commercial Arbitration” (March 2013) in Myanmar (Japanese private companies attend the Seminars as 

observers)

[w/ Japan Federation of Economic Organizations] Seminar on Competition Law in China for Japanese 

Private Company, and  

[w/ Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry in China] Seminar on “revised Civil Procedure Code in 

China” 

Training Program for Young Leaders “Legal System Development Course” in cooperation with Bar 

association in Niigata, Sendai, Courts in Niigata, Sendai and Japan Legal Support Center in Minami 

Sanriku (Site Visit of Earthquake Disaster area)) 

(Reference) JICA’s Approach in Cooperation with Private Sector 

Preparatory Survey (Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) Project on Infrastructure / Promotion of 

Collaboration in BOP (Base of the Pyramid) Businesses) 

Feasibility Study in Collaboration with Small and Medium-sized Enterprise (SME) (Feasibility Study) 

Private Sector Investment Finance 

Commissioned Project for Promoting Overseas Expansion of SME (Official Development Assistance: 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs) 

Japan Overseas Cooperation Volunteers (JOCV) in collaboration with Private Enterprises 

Web-site (Partnership with Private Sectors) 

http://www.jica.go.jp/activities/schemes/priv_partner/index.html 

3  For Further Collaboration and Better Partnership 

Further efforts in Knowledge Sharing 

Promoting Collaboration with Japanese Private Enterprises and Law Firms 
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Mori Hamada & Matsumoto, Singapore Office 

Co-representative Partner  Takeshi Komatsu

25 1 25
25 January 2013

Research on Legal System in Myanmar 

2
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For the Future Development of Legal 
System in Myanmar

3

1 Background
Due to the open-door policy in Myanmar the 

society and economy in Myanmar are rapidly 
developing.
Japanese government and business 

industries are deeply involved and interested 
in the development of Myanmar.
However, the legal system and laws & 

regulations in Myanmar are still almost as 
same as the English colonial time.  For 
example, there is almost no intellectual 
property law in Myanmar.

Therefore, there are large needs for the 
legal development assistance in various 
areas of law.

e.g.)  Securities and Exchange Law -
currently Japan is supporting the drafting of 
the rules 

Companies Act
In order to assist more effectively, it is 

necessary to collect more information about 
the legal system and laws & regulations in 
Myanmar.

4

(1)

2 Scope of Research

(1)Target Areas of Research

Companies Act
Contract, Torts & Labor Law
Property Law
Civil Procedure Law & Arbitration Law
Laws regarding Foreign Investment
Import & Export and Foreign Currency Management

(2) (2)Items of Research

Current status and contents of laws & regulations
Current status of application and practice 

5

3 Methods of Research

(1)Methods

Reading laws & regulations
Reading other legal texts

Legal texts are very limited
Text books used at universities in Myanmar 

is very useful source of information
Interviewing with and inquiry to practitioners  
in Myanmar 

(2)Staffing

More than 20 lawyers at MHM involved
Myanmar legal staff at MHM Singapore also 
involved

Cooperation by friend law firms in Myanmar

(1)

(2)

20
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4
Summary of the Findings of the Research

(1)

1914

scheme of arrangement

(1) Companies Act

Very Old
The Myanmar Companies Act 1914 is still 

effective.
almost as same as the Indian Companies 

Act at the English colonial time

e.g.) Reorganization (such as merger and 
scheme of arrangement), which is very 
common among the modern corporate laws, 
does not exist in Myanmar.
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1

DICA
Permit to Trade

trading

6

Widely regulates foreign companies and large 
discretion of the authority  

Even if only one share is held by a foreigner, 
such company is recognized as a "foreign 
company" and subject to special rules applicable 
for foreign investments.

The authority (DICA) approves or disapproves 
foreign investment through issuance of Permit to 
Trade.  The types of businesses which are not 
eligible for Permit to Trade are not provided in any 
law except for the businesses listed under Special 
Companies Act.  The authority regulates through its 
administrative discretion.

Since several years ago, DICA has been 
issuing no Permit to Trade with respect to the types 
of the businesses which fall into the category of 
"trading".   This means that retail, wholesale and 
import & sales businesses are not permitted for 
foreign companies in practice.

It takes around three or more months to obtain 
Permit to Trade, however, since last year 
provisionary permits have been issued within a few 
weeks by DICA in practice.

8

TV It is generally interpreted that Board of 
Directors meetings cannot be held through 
telephone or video.

On the other hand, there is no nationality 
and resident requirements for directors.

9

(2) (2) Contract. Torts & Labor Law

The Contract Act contained in the Brume 
Code is still currently applicable. 

This Contract Act succeeds the 
provisions contained in the Indian Contact Act 
1872 which restated the common laws on 
contracts in 1872.

The only statute which provides any 
rules on torts is The Fatal Accident Act.

This Act has only four articles which give a 
right  to heirs to bring law suits on behalf of the 
person deceased by tort.

Torts are ruled by the English laws of Torts 
so far as it is applicable to Myanmar's own 
circumstances.

The Contract Act

1872
1872

The 
Fatal Accident Act

4

the 
English laws of Torts

Labor laws are composed by individual 
laws on separate issues and there is no 
fundamental and comprehensive law.

10

(3)

Transfer of Immovable 
Property Restriction Law, 1987

1

100 1

registered instrument

(3) Property Law

The Constitution provides that all of the 
lands are owned by the state.  Private person may 
use, lease and dispose the rights under the permit 
given by the state.

Transfer of Immovable Property Restriction 
Law  1987 prohibits a sale and lease more than 
one year of the real property by foreign persons 
(both natural and legal persons). 

Written contact is required for the sale of 
real property which worths 100 Kyats or more and 
lease for one year or more 

registered instrument should be delivered 
upon sales

Registration system exists in Myanmar.  
However, unlike Japan where physical status and 
titles themselves are registered, Myanmar has a 
system which requires the documents regarding 
the change of titles be registered.

11

In principle registered documents 
supersede any other oral agreements or 
declarations made with respect to the subject 
matter.

Moreover, if any document which should be 
registered were not registered, such document 
has no effect on the subject real estate and 
cannot be an evidence for the transaction.  This 
means that registration is a requirement for 
affectivity of the agreement and admissibility of 
evidence.

In practice, because of the unsuitability of 
the political system and cost, registration has 
been rarely made.  This makes it difficult to 
know titles of real properties precisely in most 
of the cases.

In some cases, the Land Administration 
Authority issues an order and if there is no 
person who objects, the person currently 
occupies the land is registered as the owner of 
the land.

If the land was transferred to more than one 
person, the person who entered into the 
contract later will be deemed to be the owner if 
he or she is bona fide.

12

(4)

Order

(5)
Foreign Investment Law, 

2012

Special Economic Zone 
Law

IMF

(4) Civil Procedure Law & Arbitration Law

The Civil procedure Act contained in 
Burma Code is still appliance with minor 
amendments.  There is an Order which provides  
the details of the procedures.

Arbitration laws are composed of the law 
which provides the process of approving and 
enforcement of foreign arbitration awards under 
Geneva Convention and the law regarding 
domestic arbitration.

(5) Laws regarding Foreign Investment
Import & Export and Foreign Currency 

Management

Foreign Investment Law, 2012 is the 
currently effective law.

This new law enhanced the regulations on 
foreign investments in substance.

Special Economic Zone Law is currently 
under discussion for substantial amendment.     

Import & Export and Foreign Currency 
Management laws are being renovated with  
support by IMF and other organizations.
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5
For the further development of legal system in 
Myanmar

Education and training of legal specialists 
in Myanmar is immediately needed in both 
quality and number)

Utilizing practitioners who are familiar with 
specific area(s) of law in multiple jurisdictions

Finding out what are the currently 
effective laws and publishing statute books 
which contains the latest text of the laws and 
regulation reflecting all past amendments, case 
law books and text books (including translation 
from Burmese to English)

Thank you very much!

One scene in the legal development assistance 
for the Myanmar Securities and Exchange Law

(at Central Bank of Myanmar, Yangon)
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